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The Art of Deus Ex Universe is the ultimate gallery of art from Deus Ex: Human Revolution and

Deus Ex: Mankind Divided, featuring over 300 images, including sketches and concept art. With

commentary throughout from the world-renowned art team, this extraordinary collection of

groundbreaking game art depicts a dystopian future where mankind has evolved... at the cost of its

humanity.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Deus Ex fans will definitely want The Art of Deus Ex Universe book as part of their

collection.Ã¢â‚¬Â• -Ã‚Â Retrenders

Paul Davies has worked in gaming journalism for twenty years, writing and editing magazines and

websites including Official Nintendo and Computer & Video Games. He is the co-founder of media

agency Unlikely Hero Ltd. whose clients include Yahoo! UK and Microsoft.

The 2 newest entries in the Deus Ex series have been visually stunning, particularly with Human

Revolution. HR introduced a neo-renaissance aesthetic based in a black and gold color scheme,

and that helped it really stand out from many other games that tended to blend together

design-wise. With Mankind Divided, both the renaissance and black/gold colors were muted, which

makes sense in the fallout from HR. Both of these approaches are detailed in the Art of Deus Ex

Universe book, which is a wonderful look into the creation of two very distinct games that share a



common world. As with many recent video game art books, you get a wide look at virtually every

aspect of how the design of the game was realized. Concept art, weapon design, character

development, world building imagery...it's all covered here. I really enjoyed having both of the

games covered in the one book, as you can really get a sense of the change in the world and the

culture clearly and quickly. For fans of the newer Deus Ex fans, or just video game design in

general, this is an exceptional book.

Fantastic concept art, excellent background on character design development including tech and

locations.

The book arrived as described within the stated timeframe. Impressed!

Cool work and art!

At the back, the plastic covering the book had a large tear and thus the back of the removable book

cover was scratched and it is highly noticeable. Even though the book cover can be removed and

the rest of the book is in good condition, the packaging and shipping of this item is the big let down.

The content in the book so far is quite informative and intriguing. The commentary and look into how

the game was designed from its major themes to the visuals of the cyberpunk renaissance time

period is beyond compelling and comprehensive. It goes to show how coming up with all these

elements of the game, from the clothing and appearance of the characters to the locations seen in

the game, shows the challenging yet engaging and exciting development towards creating a game

which honors to original and takes it to new heights. A true deus ex fan will need to have this in their

collection. In fact, I feel that the deus ex mankind divided collector's edition would be even more

complete if this was added with the package.

"They Cannot Stop Us, They Cannot Stop The Future".

Beautiful book and far superior to the included artbook with my collectors edition of Mankind

Divided. Detailed pages including a couple "inside jokes" within the art team. Very detailed and very

expansive collection of art.

I love it. For fans of the franchise, this is a must have. It full of all the amazing concept art used in



designing the world of Deus Ex. As a huge Deux Ex fan, this was money well spent.
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